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Abstract

We implement the Kaczmarz row-projection algorithm (Kaczmarz (1937)) on a CPU
host + FPGA accelerator platform using techniques of dataflow programming. This algo-
rithm is then used as the preconditioning step in CGMN, a modified version of the conjugate
gradients method (Björck and Elfving (1979)) that we use to solve the time-harmonic acous-
tic isotropic constant density wave equation. Using one accelerator we achieve a speed-up
of over 2× compared with one Intel core.



Introduction

Using reconfigurable hardware (field programmable gate arrays, FPGAs) to handle the computationally
intensive kernel of an algorithm is attractive. Unless the algorithm is limited by the bandwidth of an
interconnect (such as a link to memory), speed of execution is directly proportional to the amount of
data to be processed. As long as the kernel fits onto the FPGA its complexity is irrelevant, since all
the operations on an FPGA happen in the same clock tick. In contrast, on a CPU core, more complex
algorithms require more clock ticks as instructions are executed sequentially, or with only a small amount
of parallelism. We demonstrate hardware acceleration with FPGAs applied to seismic wave propagation
simulation, a large computational burden during full-waveform inversion (FWI).

Theory

In the frequency domain, and specializing to the acoustic isotropic constant density case, simulating
wave propagation corresponds to solving a large linear system of the form

H(m,ω)u = q, (1)

where H is the N×N Helmholtz operator that depends on the earth model m and the angular frequency
ω , u is the (complex) Fourier transform of the pressure wavefield and q is the time-harmonic source.
We take m to be the squared slowness (1/v2), and use a 27-point cube stencil to calculate the entries of
H for the 3D case, as in Operto et al. (2007). A perfectly matched layer is used at the boundaries of the
domain to eliminate reflection artifacts.

Because the matrix H is large (up to 109×109) and sparse (only a few non-zero diagonals), an iterative
algorithm like the method of conjugate gradients (CG) is well suited to solve Equation 1. However CG
cannot be used directly because H is not symmetric positive semidefinite (i.e. it has both positive and
negative eigenvalues). Instead we use the Kaczmarz algorithm as a preconditioner to transform Equation
1 into an equivalent system that does have these properties. The Kaczmarz algorithm (Kaczmarz (1937))
is an iterative method for solving generic linear systems Ax = b that projects its iterate xk onto the
hyperplane defined by a row ai of the matrix A:

xk+1 = xk +w(bi−〈ai,xk〉)
a∗i
‖ai‖2 . (2)

Here w is a relaxation factor we set equal to 1.5 and bi is the ith element of the right-hand side. We refer
to one application of Equation 2 as a Kaczmarz iteration, and to the projections onto each row from first
to last as a forward Kaczmarz sweep (FKSWP). Backward sweeps correspond to projecting onto the
rows in reverse order, and a double sweep (DKSWP) is a forward sweep followed by a backward sweep
(k: 1→ 2N; i: 1→ N,N→ 1). Equation 1 is transformed into the equivalent system

(I−Q)u = Rq, (3)

where the action of matrices Q and R is computed using a double Kaczmarz sweep: DKSWP(H,u,q,w)=
Qu+Rq. Equation 3 is then solved with CG, an algorithm known as CGMN and due to Björck and Elfv-
ing (1979).

Our contribution is implementing the double Kaczmarz sweep for a CPU host + FPGA accelerator
platform. Related work has been done by Grüll et al. (2012), who implement a related algorithm, the si-
multaneous algebraic reconstruction technique (SART), on the same platform. Furthermore, Elble et al.
(2010) have examined the improvements that Kaczmarz and other algorithms experience on Graphical
Processing Units (GPUs).
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Figure 1 System of CPU host + FPGA accelerators; adapted from Pell et al. (2013).

Method

The target platform for our implementation is described in Pell et al. (2013) and shown in Figure 1. Four
dataflow engines (DFEs), consisting of FPGAs and their associated large memory, are connected via
a PCIe bus to the CPU. Each FPGA also has 4.6 MB of fast on-chip RAM (FMem). Coarse-grained
parallelization by solving problems with different right-hand sides q on each DFE is a straightforward
extension but has not yet been attempted by the authors; currently only one accelerator is used. The DFE
is operated via a compiled binary that is called from a high-level numerical computing environment using
an automatically generated C intermediate layer.

Execution of the CGMN algorithm using the DFEs proceeds in three stages. First the matrix H(m,ω) is
copied to the FPGA’s memory. It will be read twice during each CGMN iteration (for each forward and
backward sweep), but will not be modified. The second stage consists of the forward Kaczmarz sweep,
during which the current CGMN search direction p is streamed to the FPGA from the CPU host, and
the result FKSWP(H,p,0,w) is stored to memory. The third stage is the backward Kaczmarz sweep,
which reads the results of the forward sweep from memory and streams DKSWP(H,p,0,w) back to the
CPU. The CPU carries out the elementwise and reduction operations necessary, and stages 2 and 3 are
repeated until CGMN converges.

If the rows of H are processed from 1 to N, each Kaczmarz iteration depends on the results of the last.
Furthermore, each iteration’s computation takes many ticks of the FPGA clock. This is the latency L,
and is chiefly due to the pairwise summation of values in 〈ai,xk〉 (Equation 2). To avoid having to wait
for L ticks between iterations, L independent iterations used to fill the computational pipeline. Two
sources of parallelism can be exploited. First, multiple Helmholtz problems sharing the same matrix H
but different right-hand sides q can be solved on the same DFE. Second, the order in which DKSWP
accesses the rows of H can be changed such that consecutive Kaczmarz iterations update disjoint sets of
iterate elements. At the present we use the latter method exclusively.
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Figure 2 Comparison of CGMN execution time on one accelerator (DFE) and one Intel Xeon core.

Results

In Figure 2, computational times for 100 CGMN iterations running on the CPU + accelerator platform
(Vectis model at 100 MHz) are compared with times on one Intel Xeon E5-2670 core. A speed-up of
over 2× is seen when CGMN is run on the accelerator. Figure 3 shows the velocity model used in the
experiment, as well as the solution wavefield u that results from a time-harmonic source at one point in
the domain.

At the current stage of development there are several factors that limit the performance of the accelera-
tor. Chief among these is the inefficient use of the FPGA’s memory controller. To estimate the speed-up
we can expect from a more optimized implementation we slow down the sweeps by having computation
progress only once every 90 FPGA clock ticks. At this speed even inefficient use of the memory con-
troller is sufficient to keep the FPGA supplied with data. We measure performance for a range of small
systems (from 0.5 to 3× 105 gridpoints) and then calculate theoretical performance of the full-speed
sweeps, taking into account several planned improvements. These include: two passes over the data
per CGMN iteration instead of three, getting rid of zero elements currently used to pad the rows of the
matrix H to boundaries of addressable memory chunks, and increasing the FPGA operating frequency
to 120 MHz. With a 100% efficient memory controller these improvements will translate to a speed-up
of 13× over the single Intel core times.

Speed-up of the pipelined accelerated Kaczmarz sweeps will further be limited by the fact that the
sweeps (when implemented on an Intel core) take up only about 95% of the total time used by CGMN.
Recall that offloading parts of an algorithm from the CPU onto the FPGA accelerator decreases the CPU
execution time, but does not increase the execution time on the FPGA, since the amount of data to pro-
cess (problem size) remains the same. Hence we will implement all of CGMN on the accelerator, from
which we expect a speed-up of 36× over a single Intel core. At that point the link between the FPGA
and its dedicated memory that is used to stream the matrix H will become the bottleneck preventing
further increases in FPGA operating frequency. To avoid this bandwidth limitation, the elements of the
Helmholtz matrix will be generated on the FPGA from the earth model m as they are needed, rather than
being read in from memory.
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Figure 3 On the left is the largest part of the SEG/EAGE Overthrust acoustic velocity model (Aminzadeh
et al. (1997)) used in the experiment. The axes are labelled with the number of grid points along that
axis. The right plot shows the real part of the Fourier transfrom of the pressure waveield u that results
from a time-harmonic point source. The solution shown took 2703 CGMN iterations (9826 s) to converge
to a relative residual norm of 10−6.

Conclusions

We have demonstrated a time-harmonic iterative wave equation solver that off-loads its computational
kernel onto a reconfigurable hardware accelerator. Work on this project is ongoing, and while further
development is needed in order to better realize the potential for acceleration inherent in the platform,
our preliminary results give us reason to be optimistic.
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